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the ecureuil had four seats and was a
conventional tricycle undercarriage
configuration. with the main rotor

attached to the nose, the fuselage was
completely covered. it had twin engines

and the tail boom could fold inwards.
intended for the french civil market, a

prototype was ordered in late 1975 and
flown in the spring of 1977. it was no

great success with french buyers and the
project was abandoned before any

production order was placed. a french
army order for five aircraft in 1982 was

also cancelled. with the end of the ht 500
and sea owl, the underpowered ecureuil
became the last french civil helicopter
product. the dedicated military sabre

fighter trainer programme was shelved in
november 1975 but the dassault mirage
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iii and the seat of a mirage iv didn't fill
the bill. a compromise was reached with a

new design being proposed by a group
including francis dubost, jean-jacques

hordieux and alain rossignol of the
société française de mecanique des
vecteurs (sfmv). this design had twin

tandem-seat layout to accommodate four
training student simultaneously and a
side-by-side seat for the instructor. the
lockheed u-3 aircraft, which had been

built for the us army to meet a
requirement for light helicopter trainer,
was selected in january 1976, but the

programme was cancelled in favour of the
aérospatiale alouette iii. a retractable
undercarriage was used and the first

production ecureuil p.1 powered by a 601
shp turbomeca arriel b4.2 engine with an
eco-tec rotor head and a 110kn payload
was delivered in may 1976. the p.2 flown
in june 1977 with a 602 shp engine had a
slightly larger tail rotor. shortly after, the
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first chasseur production ecureuil p.3 was
delivered and powered by a 410 shp

turbomeca arriel b3 engine. with the end
of the alouette iii programme, the

ecureuil was the only one of dassault’s
light helicopters still in production. in

january 1978, the production order was
amended to one p.4 production model.
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